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Executive Summa

Nature and Scope ofthe project

Brandwacht Il is conceived as a residential development of t30 ha located in an area that forms part of
the Brandwacht Farm, abutting the Brandwacht and Brandwacht-on River residential area to the north,
a commercial node to the west and open areas to the south. The objective ofthe study is to consider the

scope of the proiect, its impact and relevance based on three pillars that cover (1) the market from a
demand and supply perspective, (2) the socio-economic impacts from an income and employment
perspective, and (3) its fit for purpose.

The Brandwacht II development covers the following scope ofland uses:

o 260 residential stands of between 350m2 and 800m2, with an average stand size of about
500m2.

Sizes of dwelling units assuming a 500/o coverage are anticipated to range from between
170m2 and 400m2, with an average ofabout 250 m2 per unit.

Private open space of t7 ha plus t1,35 ha of the land a road reserve for the Eas

which splits the farm in half.
tern Link Road

and is aimed at
lion per annum
ts ranging from

Brandwacht Il offers a scope of housing that addresses various emerging trends related to demand for
housing of which the key trends are lifestyle, proximity, availability of key infrastructure, access and
transport. The proposed housing is intended to attract millennials and persons that work in
Technopark, at the surrounding commercial enterprises and the surrounding area. The properties will
be sold on an own-title basis and for the purposes of this analysis, are aligned in terms of the
classification adopted by the Stellenbosch Municipality for the levying of development charges.

In order for the proiect to be fit for purpose, broad market and socio-economic critcria need to be

considered. Brandwacht ll should with some limited variance, fall within the demand forecasts for
different housing units in Stellenbosch Town, must offer socio-economic benefits to locals and ensure
that the Municipality is able to consider the project from both a financial, policy and planning context.
This report adopts an economic perspective related to supply and demand, and the need to deliver
benefit to the local economy and lobs to people. Stellenbosch Town includes central Stellenbosch,

lamestown, De Zalze, Onder-Papagaaiberg, Kyamandi, Cloetesville and ldas Valley.

Key outcomes

Stellenbosch housing trends

Higher priced houses have emerged as a trend in Stellenbosch Town over the period 2008 to 20\7 and
current supply is unable to meet the demand in the higher price segment. lf this tend continues,
average equilibrium prices and price points will increase and due to the lag in provision of supply or
curtailing supply together with the inelasticity of supply, no integration of various housing typologies
in development will be possible. The only way to reduce the average equilibrium price for houses is to
permit development that underpins market demand for a range ofhousing typologies and implement

The Brandwacht II project caters for the middle to high-income segment of the market
a portion ofthe income bracket for households that earn between R809 203 to Rl.6 mil
would also form part ofthe segment likely to take up the housing opportunity, with uni
R2.5 million and R4 million.
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policies that make it attractive for developers and investors to provide in the need for different types of
housing.

A total of 17 301 units form part of the estimated demand over the next 20 years, i.e. 9 277 houses
smaller than 80 m2,2 793 houses larger than 80 m2,2402 flats and 2 829 townhouses. These figures
represents the adjusted demand forecasts prepared by Rode and Associates for Stellenbosch Town.

Key sallent outcomes from the analysls lnclude the followlng:

. The current supply is unable to meet demand for all housing types in Stellenbosch Town;

o Sales trends in the Stellenbosch Municipal area suggest a demand for higher priccd houses;

. Emerging trends suggest that average equilibrium pricesl will increase and continue to increase
in Stellenbosch Town due to the following:

o Limited supply of new development (housing) stock;

o Lag in the provision of supply caused by inelasticity2, which suggests that supply is
unable to meet demand in the short-term, resulting in price increases reaching new
highs; and

o Continuous and sustained price increases will curtail the opportunity to create and
develop appropriate mixed-use residential proiects that offer a range of affordability
options.

. An estimated housing demand of865 units per annum on average for next 20 years based on
the adjusted Rode forecast:

o 464 houses smaller than 80 m2

o 140 houses larger than 80 m2

o 120 flats

o 141 townhouses

. lt is possible to relate vehicle traffic and employment to future retail, commercial and industrial
development in Stellenbosch Town over the next 20 years as follows:

o 1 additional vehicle will enter Stellenbosch Town for every 52 m2 of retail, office and
industrial space developed;

o 1 additional employee will originate from outside Stellenbosch Town for every 44
m2 ofGross Lettable Area (CLA)3 developed

o 1 additional employee would reside in Stellenbosch Town for every 30 m2 of GLA

developed (given the percentage ofpersons that commute for employment purposes)

. A total of I 830 peoplea working in Stellenbosch Town by 2036 would form part of the daily
commuting workforce;

o Annual housing need per annum on average over the next 20 years based onlv on commuters:

o 371 units for middle-income category

I Average equilibrium price is the average price over a period where the demand for prop€rty and supply ofproperty are
in balance,

2 Supply is price inelastic if a change in price causes a smaller percentage change in supply, i,e. the supply of a few
properties results in a greater increase in the price due to demand exceeding supply.

3 Gross lettable area (GLA) is the amount of floor space available to be rented in a commercial, retail or industrial
propertY.

r The number of people commuting to work in Stellenbosch Town is based on the current daily commuting traffic of
approximately 11527 people lgls students that emanate from outside of Stellenbosch town which is 25% ofthe total
on the Stellenbosch campus Dhs an estimate ofpeople that will live outside Stellenbosch and take up employment from
the future development of retail, commercial and industrial properties over 20 years.
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o 70 units for high-income category

due to future retail. commercial and industrial developmeglg based on a 500% take ofthe need.

The average annual demand for houses smaller than 80 m2, flats and small townhouses
ranges from 194 to 241 units.

The demand for houses larger than 80 mz for the high-income group by 2036 ranges
from 97 to 194 dwelling units on average per annum.

o

o

Development Pipeline for Stellenbosch Town

The pipeline of projects envisaged by developers for Stellenbosch Town has an envisaged rollout over
the next lO years. Although the pipeline does not necessary include all projects, indications are that
approximately 9 100 units are envisaged to be supplied over the following 10 years. The table below
provides an indication of the percentage contribution of the pipeline projects to the Rode adiusted

forecast per housing type and the contribution of each housing type to the total number of units. The
results lndlcate that the Development plpeline would contribute S2,60%o of the totrl unlts to the
adrusted Rode demand forecast.

The housing types envisaged for the Development Pipeline all fall within the adjusted
except for houses larger than 80 m2 that exceeds the forecast by 2,830/0. A breakdown o
supply suggests that 31,56% of housing units supplied over 10 years accrues to dwelli
than 80 m2, which are more aligned with middle to high-income groups; 31,43% to affo
(lower to middle-income groups); 15,810/o to townhouses (middle-income group) and 2

The proiects that form part of the pipeline, based on the progressive groMh traiecto
trajectory used to demonstrate demand over 20 years), is envisaged to deliver 9 100 uni
which is 31,830/o more than the forecast over the same period. By year 12 of the fore
forecasted number of units will exceed the number of pipeline units by 1 158 or 12,72o/o.

slightly more than a

yeal! (refer to Figure 21 ofthe ReportJ.

s Progressive growth implies exponential gro'*th over sl,ghtly less than the first half of the z0-yelr
reaching saturation point after about 10 years and tapering off significantly thereafter to flatten out
years ofthe forecast period (refer to Section 8.1).

Brandwacht II: Flt lor Purpose

Brandwacht Il forms part of the pipeline of proiects envisaged for Stellenbosch Town by developers
over the next 10 years. The proposed development represents about 1,500/o of the total number of
housing units included in the adjusted Rode forecast by 2036, and 2,86y0 of the total number of housing
units envisaged as part of the proiect pipeline envisaged by developers.

Rode forecast,
f the envisaged
ng units larger
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The following figure6 summarises the outcomes of the analysis and alignment with the premise of a fit
for purpose, i.e. whether or not the development prolect is able to "tick the boxes" from a socio-economic
perspective, i.e.

. The project needs to ensure that potential demand is met from a supply perspective;

. The housing types fit with the need and emerging trends and the housing development
framework of the Stellenbosch Municipality;

o The proiect does not result in a fund flow deficit for the Municipality in terms of service
infrastructure (which should be covered by DCs);

o The local economy benefits from the development in terms of direct capltal exp€nditure and
backward and forward linkages between sectors; and

o lobs, even on a temporary basis, are created and devolved to locals that are able to work on the
project.
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Project Scope

In terms ofdemand and supply, the Brandwacht ll development adds 260 units ofstock to the demand
for housing, which based on the housing typology envisaged for the proiect, represents 4,620/o of the
total number of 5 622 units or 6,060/o after 14 years once the development is complete and occupied.
The development represents a direct investment of R1002 million (in 14 years) that will generate
estimated Development Charges of R24,5 million (in six years) and property rates of R8,2 million for
Stellenbosch Municipality over 20 years. Over the duration of the construction period, 3 186 people
would directly work on the pro,ect, while a further 770 jobs would accrue due to the indlrect effects of
developing Brandwacht II. All ofthese benefits are estimates based on the development of260 dwelling
units over the 8-year construction period.

,Clrgir
5

Municipality

Meso Macro

FIT FOR

PURPOSE

o The meso.level represents the linkage betlveen what is envisaged with the development and its contribution to the
residential supply, hence the proiect has specific lmplications at a proiect level to satisfo demand and enhance supply,
The macro-level represents the contribution of t}le development to the local economy in terms ofdirect investment in
infrastructure and superstructure, while also having an indirect benefit to the local economy and businesses through
multiplied demand for goods and services required to support the dired investment.
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1. TNTRODUCTION

1.1 lntroduction and obiective

Brandwacht Il is conceived as a residential development of i30 ha located in an area that forms part of
the Brandwacht Farm, abutting the Brandwacht and Brandwacht-on River residential area to the north,
a commercial node to the west and open areas to the south. Brandwacht Il is also in close proximity to
the R44 between Stellenbosch Town and Somerset West.

The objective ofthe study is to consider the scope ofthe project, its impact and relevance based on three
pillars that cover [1) the market from a demand and supply perspective, (2J the socio-economic impacts
from an income and employment perspective, and (3) the fit for purpose.

Dr fonathan Bloom of Multi-Purpose Business Solutions was appointed to prepare a market demand
and supply assessment to align the supply of housing unis envisaged by the Brandwacht II
Development with the future demand for residential dwelling in Stellenbosch Town. For tfie purpose of
this report, Stellenbosch Town includes central Stellenbosch, lamestown, De Zalze, Onder-
Papagaaiberg, Kyamandi, Cloetesville and ldas Valley. Although towns and settlements such as

Klapmuts, Franschhoek, Koelenhol Vlottenburg, Pniel and Kylemore fall within the Stellenbosch
Municipal area, they are considered outside Stellenbosch Town.

1.2 Approach and basis for assessment

The premise for this assessment is based on understanding the fit ofthe project in the context of several
stakeholders' inputs used to derive certain outputs and the core outcomes that reflect the scope of the
project in terms ofthe market and socio-economic benefits. The approach is illustrated in Figure 1.

Flgure 1: Understanding the fit for purpose ofthe Brandwacht ll Development
Source: Multi-Purpose Business Solutions

unicipality

Meso Ma cro

Absorption Devolution

Project Scope
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The terms used to contextualise the fit for purpose principle illustrated in Figure 1, are disorssed below.

. The proiect scope underpins the market represented by the interaction between demand and
supply, together with the socio-economic implications that inform the fit of the project for the
intended purpose.

The mesoJevel represents the linkage between what is envisaged with the development and
its contribution to the residential supply, hence the development has specific implications at a
prolect level to satisry demand and enhance supply.

The macro-level represents the contribution ofthe development to the local economy in terms
of direct investment in infrastructure and superstructure, while also having an indirect benefit
to the local economy and businesses through multiplied demand for goods and services
required to support the direct investment.

The Munlclpality is the enabler and benefits in the form of an increase to the rates base.
Development Contributions (DCs) are received from developers to fund external bulk service
provision. The DCs for the purposes of understanding the linkages, equate to the need for
external bulk services, although the infrastructure requirements would be unique to each
prorect and require a proiect-specific assessment.

In order to assess whether a development is fit for purpose, it must satisry the need, i.e.

demand, contribute to the socio-economic fabric ofthe municipal area by adding lncome to the
economy and creating jobs, while also benefiting the Municipality, i.e. create a mutual symbiosis.

Absorpuon is premised on the ability ofthe market to take up the supply provided by a project
once completed. Notwithstanding, a need also exists to ensure acceptable levels ofdevolution
of the socio-economic benefit that accrue from the project to the intended beneficiaries. This is
a continuous and dynamic process and should be considered in the context ofthe overall supply
of development linked to different land uses.

1.3 Nature and scope of the project

The Brandwacht Il development covers the following scope of land uses:

. 260 residential stands of between 350m2 and 800m2, with an average stand size of about
500m2.

o Sizes ofdwelling units assuming a 500/0 coverage are anticipated to range from between
170m2 and 400m2, with an average ofabout 250m2 per unit.

. Private open space of t7 ha plus t1,35 ha of the land a road reserve for the Eastern Link Road
which splits the farm in half.

The total land extent for the proposed development is t30 ha with a total of 260 units. A provisional
layout ofthe proposed Brandwacht ll residential development is illustrated in Figure 2.

The properties will be sold on an own-title basis and for the purposes of this analysis, are aligned in
terms of the classification adopted by the Stellenbosch Municipality for the levying of development
charges. In terms hereol 182 units are referred to as Single Residential units smaller than 250 m2 and
72 units as Medium-Density Residential units smaller than 250 mz.

11
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Figurezi Site development plan for the Brandwacht ll development in the context of the
Brandwacht suburb, Brandwacht-on River, commercial buildings and adiacent farmland

Source: ry3 Architects and Towr PIanners,2017
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2. RESIDENTIAL MARKET TRENDS

The residential market refers to land uses associated with human habitation, including housing or
dwelling units. Residential use can vary in typology, density, tenure, structure, layout and affordability.
It should, however, be noted that "residential' does not include hotels or guesthouses, whidr are defined
as "short-stay" accommodation.

Residential property in South Africa has experienced slow, but steady growth in recent years, reporting
a rise in activity as well as ongoing demand for housing especially in the Western Cape, Demand for
residential property in the major metropolitan areas and specihc geographical areas and nodes in close
proximity, has outstripped supply and thus created a seller's market in cities like fohannesburg and
Cape Town. A continuous lack of medium-income (affordable) housing options remains a key feature of
the marketplace.

Z,l Housing demand and supply challenges for urban areas

The long-term home densification process is expected to continue as the long-term effecdve scarcity of
urban land increases, semi-gration to the Western Cape continues, price increases in the Western Cape

and especially the Winelands areas (including Stellenbosch) continue and increase in r€al terms. The
key challenges emanating of this rising urban land scarcity and according to the FNB Property
Barometer (2017), which are relevant to Stellenbosch Town in particular, include the following:

. Creating safe open public spaces to largely replace the private space and amenities that many
used to have on their own properties;

. Improving the health ofthe household sector in the face ofdeclining physical acdvity, partly as

a result ofless open space;

. Creating mass public transport systems to reduce the myriad of costs associated with transport
congestion;

o Designing lifestyle developments that could be attractive to highly skilled labour, which can be
attracted or repelled by lifestyle aspects, implying that urban design is key;

. A key driver is the competitive advantage of an area, which is reinforced by semi-migration
trends, regional significance and the status of Stellenbosch Town as a key player in the Cape
Winelands district;

. Zoning for densification in certain areas, notably along transport corridors, and preventing
densification in other areas; and

. Improving key infrastructure and facilities such as water/sewage, schools and hospitals in
existing areas to keep up with growing demand per area as densification occurs,

2.2 Housing design trends

The need for housing is also influenced by the nature and scope of properties and top structures.
Consequently, demand needs to be aligned with factors such as economic growth, disposable income,
debt levels and affordability criteria, which are essential for development in Stellenbosch Town. If past
trends were replicated in the future, then according to the FNB Barometer (2017), the nature and scope
of housing would reflect the following:

. Size ofaverage full title stands is decreasing;

13
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. Building size over the long-term appears to be decreasin& but not as rapidly as average stand
size;

. Sectional title options will remain significant with a declining trend in full-title opdons;

. Luxuries will be reduced in order to address the long-term decline in home affordability;

. Percentage of homes built with swimming pools will drop dramatically in terms of water
shortages and tariff increases;

o "Non-essentials" are being increasingly done away with in new buildings, such as a study and

dining room;

o Declining fertility rates and a smaller average size of households have also contrlbuted to the
demand for smaller sized homes with fewer bedrooms; and

o Even the previously most popular 3-bedroom home category has seen some decline, with 2-

bedroom homes apparently favoured over 3-bedroom homes.

2.3 Millennials housing market segment

Millennials (also called Generation Z-ers) make up one third of the global population. There is a debate

about when Generation Z starts, but they were typically born in the 1990's or 2000's' As millennial
consumers approach their peak earning years, a significant percentage is searching for their first home.

This particular generation's needs and preferences are quickly becoming the driving force in the
property market.
Millennials are tech-sawy and need to connect with people and products, which mean that they have to
be engaged through technolory, are more entrepreneurial and ambitious than previous generations,
with many ofthem expecting to own a company. In orderto understand the housing typology that this
segment would demand, it is important to understand what millennial home buyers search for and
prefer in their first home (Source: 5-things-millennials-want-in-a-new'home):

. Homes that are'ready to go'- newer homes that are ready to move in, are convenient and

have the "ready-to-go" factor address the needs of millennial home buyers;

o Open layouts and multl-functional interiors - fewer partitions and walls, eating meals at the
kitchen table (not at the dining room) and a multi-media room or gaming room;

. Enerry efticiency and green living - convenience and efficiency with smart homes delivering
these aspects. Millennials identify themselves as environmentally-conscious, preferring a

sustainable lifestyle with a low carbon footprint;

o Technologlcally equlpped homes -a connected smart home that includes electronic access,

keyless locks, interconnected doorbells, mobile-controlled security systems, voice-activated
assistants, etc.; and

o Millennials' buylng and selting actlvity is more frequent than other age groups, which is also
having a noticeable impact on property values, particularly in areas that offer grtat short-term
potential and fulfil a few key lifestyle needs. Demand for properties in areas where buyers can

live, work, play, eat and shop - all practically within acceptable walking or drivlng distance of
their homes are key (Source: rise-of-the-millennials-a'property-revolution/24370).
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3. STETLENBOSCH HOUSINGSUPPLYMARKET

Notwithstanding the economic downturns and political upheaval ofthe recent past, we h witnessed

continuous growth in and around the City of Cape Town (the "CMA") and the Cape Wi regron.

The rate ofurbanisation and trends such as semi-gration have influenced the demographi in the target
CMA and inarea and have contributed to an increase in inherent value of land on the perimeter of

nearby towns such as Paarl, Stellenbosch and Franschhoek. In addition, ever-inc sing traffic
congestion and worsening public transport services are prompting a greater focus on -use/live-
work-play developments on the periphery of the CMA and in the growth nodes (such as

in close proximity to the CMA.

enbosch)

3,1 Trends in housing sales in Stellenbosch

Stellenbosch Town is a unique case when analysing the trends in house and flat sales, which is illustrated
in Figures 3 and 4 for the period 2008 to 20U. The more important take-out of the analysis is to
understand the value ratio derived by Multi-Purpose Business Solutions as an indication of supply and

demand reflected in the average selling price. A high ratio can be interpreted as properties that are being
sold at higher average prices in relation to the number of units sold. This could imply a willingness to
purchase higher-priced properties or a scarcity in certain market segments, i.e. a supply constraint.
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The value ratio suggests that from 2015 through 2017, higher-priced
houses were acquired from the available supply of houses for sale. A
similar trend occurred in 2072 and 2013, while 2015 apparently bucked
the trend wit}r a significant decrease (65%) in the average price of houses
relative to 2014. The analysis over the period suggests that Stellenbosch
experienced higher value ratios of above 4,0 over the past 10 years, except
in2071,2074 and 2015. Demand for higher priced houses on average is
evident and it appears that supply is unable to meet the demand in the
higher price segment.

3,2 Trends in flat sales in Stellenbosch

The prices offlats have remained range bound from 2008 to 2013, as illustrated in Figure 4. Thereafter,
the average price increased by 45,650/o over the period 2013 to 201 7, suggesting a tapering offin supply.
Clearly, demand outstripped supply, hence a higher price equilibrium, which is also evident by a value
ratio of 3,87 in 2017, the highest recorded figure over the period covered in the analysis.
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Source: Prepared from data - Property24.com

If the emerging trends illustrated in Figure 3 would continue, average
equilibrium prices for houses will increase due to the following reasons:

> Limited supply of new development stock;

> Lag in provision ofsupply due to inelasticity; and

) No or limited integration ofvarious housing typologies in developments.

The only way to reduce the average equilibrium price or price points for
residential dwellings, is to permit development that underpins market
demand for a range of housing typologies and implement policies that make
it aftractive for developers and investors to provide in the need for housing.
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3.3 Residential housing market stock

The residential market within Stellenbosch Town is mainly driven by households attracted by the rural
lifestyle of the area, which is known for its beauty and unique quality of life. Demand for residential
development is most active in Stellenbosch Town. Various factors are driving this market, including
quality of life and Stellenbosch University, which is attracting students from across South Africa (and

foreign countries) to the area. The student accommodation market is driving investment opportunities
such as buy-to-let, and this market has seen significant growth specifically in the Stellenbosch area.

Figure 5 indicates sales in the Stellenbosch residential market over the past year.

t Freehold in Estate

r Sectional Scheme in Estate

r Freehold

r Sectional Scheme

The largest percentage ofthe current housing stock comprises offreehold properties (49.1%), followed
by sectional scheme properties (32.2o/o) and freehold developments in estates (17.6Vo), The current
residential sales market within the Stellenbosch area is mainly based on repeat sales, which indicates
few new entrants into the market and a lag in or inelasticity ofsupply.

Estate agents in Stellenbosch indicate that residential property prices in Stellenbosch Town are

increasing, and this is mainly attributed to the limited stock available to serve the high demand for
residential units. Residents within the Western Cape (specifically Cape Town and Stellenbosch) as well
as Gauteng purchase the majority of properties in Stellenbosch Town. Estate agents also further
indicated that properties are mainly purchased as a primary residence, but there is also a growing trend
to purchase investment properties (specifically focussed on the student accommodation market).

3.4 Residential housing supply

The supply analysis entails research into the existing and the future planned residential units within the
Stellenbosch area and specifically for Stellenbosch Town. The existing supply and possible future
additions are indicative of the effective supply of residential units in the markeL

Based on Census 201 1 data and building plans completed between 2012 and 2015, it is estimated that
the current supply of residential units in the Stellenbosch Municipal area is 34 500 units. These

residential units are distributed according to income categories as illustrated in Figure 6.

Flgure 5: Stock ofstellenbosch residendal units for dlfferent ownershlp optlons
Source: Lightstone data
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t Low income (R0-R50 613)

I Low-Middle income (R50 514-
4s0)

r Middle-High income (R202 451-R

802 )

r High income (R809 203 and

Figure 6: Supply ofresidendal dwelllng units based on household income categories
Source: Statistics South Africa and own calculations

Figure 7 illustrates the distribution of residential nodes throughout Stellenbosch Town (residential
nodes are indicated with yellow, orange and pink areas).

Figure 7: Distribution of residential nodes within Stellenbosch Town with an indlcatlon of the
location for the Brandwacht ll development

Source: Mapable Database: Land Cover,2016
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3.4.1 Approved plans for residential development

Figure I illustrates the building plans passed by the Stellenbosch Municipality for the Municipal area. In
the absence of specific nodal data for different towns within the Stellenbosch Municipal area, a need
exists to apportion a part ofbuilding plans passed to Stellenbosch Town. The approach adopted is based
on the proportional historic land take-up over the period 2000-2015 for different towns within the
Stellenbosch Municipal area. For the purposes of the analysis, this mechanistic method assumes that
historic Iand take-up willbe maintained. Over the stated period, Stellenbosch Town accounted for 600/o

of the total take-up of land for residential purposes. The percentage is applied to building plans
approved for the municipal area and assumes an alignment between the historic take-up of land and
building plans passed for the different housing typologies.

The average number of square metres passed by the Stellenbosch Municipality per annum over the
period 2007 to 2016 for dwellings units smaller than 80 m2, dwelling units larger than 80 m2, flats and
townhouses was S 345 m2, +4 432 m2,9 342 m2 and 1 540 m2, respectively. The classification is based
on standards of reporting by Municipalities as required by Statistics South Africa. Large standard
deviations for housing types suggest that significant fluctuations occur from year to year. This is also
evident in Figure 8.

Figure 8; Building plans approved by the Stellenbosch Municipality per housing t,?e per annum
for the period 2007 to 2016

Sourcc: Statistics South Africa
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The square meterage of building plans approved for different housing types on an annual basis from
2007 to 2016 for Stellenbosch Town is indicated in Table 1. These figures were used to generate the
information illustrated in Table 2.

Table 1: Estimated square meterage of bullding plans passed for different
annual basis from 2oo7 to 2016 for stellenbosch Town

house size, and aligns with the analyses and metrics applied throughout this assessmen
plans passed for Stellenbosch Town indicate that, assuming that these plans translated
buildings, the annual average supply from 2007 to 2016 included 40 units of 80 m2, 103

flas of 40 m2 and 7 townhouses of 130 m2.

Table 2; Number of dwelllng units per annum based on average m2 per
Stellenbosch Town trom 2OO7 to 2016

houslng types on

The building
to completed
f 260 m2,723

Source: Statistics South Africa and own calculations

Table 2 indicates the average number of dwelling units per housing type per annum r an assumed
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3.5 Development"Pipeline"

A need also exists to factor residential proiects into the equation that are in the plan stages or in
different phases of the process from conceptualisation to pre'approval [prior to plans passed by

is, do notthe Municipality). This data should be considered in the broader context of the an

necessary include all envisaged residential projects, are merely estimates of known
offer some indication of future supply based on a need perceived by developers.

ects, but do

Our research suggests that based on the housing typolory adopted throughout this as ment, the
envisaged supply for dwelling units covers an estimated period of 10 years with a split b
five and ten-year occupation periods. Figure 9 indicates an estimate ofthe number ofuni
type based on the three envisaged occupation timeframes.
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Figure 9: Envlsaged supply ofdifferent housing types for three occupation tlmehames
Note: These estimates of the proiects pipeline include the Brandwacht ll proiect being assessed as part of this reporL

The categories ofdwelling units are based on the residential classification used by Statistics SouthAfrica to ensure
the necessary alignment

Source: Various
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Envidaged occupation timeframes

l0 years

rsinSle (>80m2) IAffordable (<80m1) lTownhou5e tFlats

The envisaged supply of all housing types suggest that from 2018, occupation
of 569 units (6,250loJ is envisaged over the first three years; 3 820 (41,98%J for
occupancy over the first five years; and 4 717 (51,77o/o) for occupancy over the
first 10 years. The total number of units envisaged to be supplied over the
following l0 years is approximately 9 100. A breakdown of the envisaged
supply is indicated in Table 3, which suggess that 31,56010 of housing units
supplied over 10 years accrues to dwelling units larger than 80 mz, which are
more aligned with middle to high-income groups; 31,43%o to affordable housing (l
income groups); 16,810/o to townhouses (middle-income group); and 20,20o/o to flals.

Table 3: Percentage contrlbution to potential supply forthree occupation perlods

to middle-

3 years

5 years

10 years

Total

Percentage per housing type

73,20o/o

29,630/o

57,170/o

100,000/o

37,560/o

0,000/o

41,260/o

58,7 +o/o

100,000/o

37,430/o

5,880/o

60,130/o

33,990/o

100,000/o

76,87o/o

5,44o/o

47,28o/o

47 ,280/o

100,000/o

20,200/o
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ETLENBOSCH TOWN4. NEEDAND DEMAND FORHOUSING IN

ln order to estimate the need and subsequent demand for housing in Stellenbosch Town, an
understanding of two terms are required. The need for housing from an economic perspective refers
to a want or is simply something that people desire to have, which they may (or may not) be able to
obtain. Demand is an economlc principle that describes a consumer's desire and willingness to pay a
price for a dwelling unit and is able to do so, i.e. affordability, which is the conversion of "latent" demand
(or the need) into effective demand.

The analysis focuses on two inputs required to understand and assess potential demand for housing in
Stellenbosch Town, namely a forecast over 20 years of land take-up translated into demand by Rode
and Associates ("Rode"), and commuter traffic entering Stellenbosch from different directions on a daily
basis (the "cordon counts"). The latter would be used to understand whether the demand forecasts by
Rode as adiusted could accommodate the potential need and subsequent demand from persons
commuting to Stellenbosch on a daily basis.

4.1 Demand for residential accommodation in Stellenbosch Town

A linear regression equation is fitted to historic data of the square meterage of completed
flats/townhouses and houses larger than 80 m2 to reflect a Business-as-Usual scenarioT. A long-term
trend line is used to extrapolate the demand for these property types for 20 years until 2036. This
mechanistic method oftrend extrapolation assumes that over the forecast period, demand will continue
to grow at the constant groMh rate implied by the fitted linear trend line. Alternatively, the method
assumes growth in the demand for space fand ultimately dwelling units) is not influenced by economic
factors.

Econometric models were developed to reflect the historic relationship between the square meterage
of completed flats/townhouses and dwellings larger than 80 m2, and macro-economic variables such as

real GDP and interest rates for the Consensuss and funke scenarios. The models were then used to
forecast demand for these property types for the period 2016 to 2021. For the forecasts beyond 2021,
a long-term trend of completed flats/townhouses and houses larger than 80 m2 is used to extrapolate
the 5-year forecast until the end ofthe forecast period (2036).

Note that the demand forecast until 2021 (in terms of the macro-economic Consensus and lunk
scenarios) used by Rode for houses larger than 80 m2 and flats/townhouses, is subject to the inherent
assumption that there has historically been sufficient developable land available in the municipal area.
In other words, one therefore assumes that there was no land-supply constraints for development. If
this was not the case, the forecast would be underestimated compared to the potential future demand.

7 The Business.as-usual scenario is a mechanistic line-of-best-fit extrapolation over a 2o-year period (2016-2035J of
historic demand in Stellenbosch municipality (1996-2015). This scenario implies the histo c growth rate will be
maintained, even though the country's economy might decelerate. This scenario is quite likely in light ofthe popularity
ofthe Western Cape in general and Stellenbosch in panicular.

a The Consensus scenario is based on the opinions ofa panel ofeconomists whom Rode polls every six months. In effect,
their forecasts represent a low-growth scenario, compared with the average post-WwII GDP growth (which was three
to three and halfpercent per annum).

e The lunk scenario is in effect a very-low-growth macroeconomic scenario, constructed by Rode. As the tag implies, it
assumes a worsening political and economic environment over the period ofthe production ofthe demand forecasts.

!]
))

The focus ofthe Rode forecasts for the purposes of this report, is the land take-up associated with houses
larger than 80 m2 and flats/townhouses as defined by Statistics South Africa. Several scenarios were
developed by Rode to reflect different outcomes of possible future land take-up to address the housing
demand for Stellenbosch Town over 20 years until 2035.
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+,1,1 20-Year forecast in demand for housing

The FNB Property Barometer categorises houses in one of three categories: "Small-Sized Segment that
include homes from 20 m2 to 80 mz, the "Medium-Sized Segment", which include homes from 80 m2 to
230 m2, and the "Large-Sized Segment" that include homes from 230 m2 to 800 m2 (http://www.wylie.
co.z-a/wp-content/Lrploads/fnb-propertv-barometer jul 2015 hotrse-price-trends-bv-home-size.pd0.
Town houses would most likely be classified as part ofthe Medium-sized segment in terms ofthe FNB

classification. Statistics South Africa defines townhouses as multiple, medium-density dwelling units
including cluster housing, group housin& simplexes, duplexes, triplexes and other similar dwelling units
that are usually grouped together, with one level of each unit on gound level
(http://www.statssa.gov.zalpublications/P50411/P50411Septernber2017.pdf).

The house-size trends emerging from the FNB Property Barometer also suggest that a move to smaller
houses is gaining momentum, which is reflected in the building statistics of houses completed in the
Western Cape. Stellenbosch could be considered an outlier in terms of the split between townhouses
and flats, but it is not beyond the realms of possibility that such a trend could emerge in Stellenbosch
for new developments based on market need and affordability.

Table 4 provides an indication ofthe number ofunits required per housing type as determined by Rode

for the three scenarios in the Stellenbosch Municlpal area by 2036. ln order to determlne a separate
figure for flats and townhouses, a share of86% ofthe total net land extent required for flats/townhouse
in 2036 is allocated to flats based on its historic share ofdemand. Rode determined the number offlats
required by dividing the forecast ofland for flats by 78, which is the average size (m2) of flats completed
between 1996 and 2015. The number oftownhouses was determined by dividing the remaining share
ofthe net land extent required in 2036 by 200, which is the average size (m2) oftownhouses completed
between 1996 and 2015 in the Stellenbosch Municipal area. The future demand for townhouses is likely
not to reflect the figures determined by Rode, which is based on historic take-up from 1996 to 2015.
Townhouses could also be classified as houses of approximatel), 80 m2 in size and therefore could be

categorised in the housing typology category of units smaller than or equal to 80 m2.

Table 4: Combined demand for residential unlts by 2036 per housinB type and by sc'€nario for the
Stellenbosch Municinal area

Houses smaller than 80 m2

Houses larger than 80 m2

Flats

Townhouses

Total units

Sourcer Rode and Associates (2017)

23 106

3 057

2 886

183

29 ?32

25 477

2 018

3 220

204

30 859

Note that the above calculations of future required land extent assume the demand for and supply of
land are currently in equilibrium, i.e. there is no significant pent-up demand (demand that cannot be
satisfied because ofa shortage ofdevelopable land10). However, note that 'equilibrium' would implicitly
assume that a proportion of developable land is permanently vacant and available for development in
order to prevent pent-up demand developing, which is referred to by Rode as iron vacancy. This concept
is analogous to an iron inventory of a retail business for any business that has to keep inventory), i.e. a

required minimum stock level in order to prevent the business running out of stock from time to time.
What exactly this iron vacancy of developable land for a municipality is or should be, is unknown.

to Developable land means land that has a realistic potential of acquiring development rights

23

Type of houslng Business-as-Usual Consensus lunk
20 796

7 177

2 370

150

24 433
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Based on the historic take-up from 1996 to 2015 for Stellenbosch Town as stated previously, it
represented 600/o of the take-up of all land developed across the Stellenbosch Municipal area. The

figures in Table 5 reflect the number of units based on a positioning stratery determined by Rode and

Associates for development in urban areas ofstellenbosch by 2036, with specific reference in this study
to Stellenbosch Town.

Table 5: Scenario outcomes ofdemand for resldential units by 2036 per scenario for Stglle|lbgsgh
Town

Houses smaller than 80 m2

Houses larger than 80 mz

Flats

Townhouses

Total units

Source: Rode and Associates (2017)

Low-income (R0 -
R50 613)
Low to middle-income
(Rso 614 - R202 4so)
Middle to high-income
(R202 4s1- R809 802)

R0 - R998

R7 997 -R4992

R5 990 - R19 968

18 554

17t6
2 737

t73

34 t74

R0 - R100 000

R200 000 - R500 000

R600 000 - R2 million

(BNG)

GAP Housing

Mid lncome -
ts and small

16 868

2 598

2 453

156

26 +46

15 181

950

z 015

tza

24 297

16 868

1755

2 407

152

z8 305

4,1,2 Alignment of affordability and the housing typolory

Effective demand is created by the ability to pay for the dwelling, which in turns refers to affordability.
An analysis was prepared to understand the alignment between loan repayments and price of dwelling
units and the type of house. Affordability is based on 300/o of a household's annual income, an interest
rate of 10.5olo and instalments payable over a period of Z0 years. Table 6 provides an overview of the
outcome of the analysis.

Table 6: Affordability analysis ofbond repayment coupled to approximate unit price and the type
of dwelling unit

Subsidised ocial Housing

Rl.6 million - R3.2 million R44 927 - R79 870 R4.5 million - R8

million
Luxury h -end single

ntia I

R3.2 million and above R84 862 and more R8.5 million and above

Note: The household income categories emphasised in the above table are aligned with the type of housing envisaged

for the proposed Brandwacht ll project.

R809 203 - R1.6 million R24 959 - R39 935 R2.5 million - R4

million
plex/single
entialr

Luxury

Markat Vlabll,ty AJrarsmcnl
Brandwacht ll

Type of dwelling unlt Business-as-
usual

Average of
scenarlos

Consensus lunk

Annual household Monthly bond
tncome

Approxlmate cost per
unit

Proposed type of
residential
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Based on the above affordability analysis, it is evident that the residential market consists of the
following categories:

. Low and low- to-middle-income aimed at the BNG and GAP housing markets;

. Middle to high-income group - thls market caters for young families, private student
accommodation, households employed in blue-collar iobs (i.e. teachers, police officers,
municipal workers, etc.); and

o Higher-income luxury markeL

As indicated above, the middle to high-income market is specifically aimed at the following income
brackets:

R202 457 - R809 802 per annum income (units between 11600 000 and R2 million)

R809 203 - R1.6 million per annum income units between R2.5 million and R4 million

o R1.6 - R3.2 million per annum income (units between R4.5 and R8 million)

. R3.2 million and above perannum income (units R8.5 million and above)

The nature and scope of the Brandwacht I I development is most likely aligned to the first category and
a portion ofthe second category ofhouseholds based on income levels.

4,1,3 Adiustment of Rode demand forecasts

Accurate forecasts of demand related to the housing typolory over the next 20 years are impossible.
Given the context provided above and based on emerging market trends, an adjustment is made to the
demand forecasts for different housing types prepared by Rode in order to reflect a higher need for
town houses and larger homes. Although the market will dictate demand and developers will react
accordingly, the tendency to provide for smaller erfsizes and smaller houses in medium to high-density
developments is gaining momentum. In order to reflect the principles stated above, the following
adjustments are made to the baseline allocation of demand for different types of dwelling units
determined by Rode.

. Current size and consequently the number oftownhouses as per the Rode forecast, are adjusted
down from a dwelling size of 200 m2 to reflect a size of 130 m2, which implies that the base
number determined by Rode, increases by a factor of 1,5384.

. Twenty percent (20%) ofthe houses smaller than 80 m2 as determined by Rode are re-allocated
to townhouses. This figure is divided by a factor of 1,625 to reflect the need to inoease the size
of the house to 130 m2, which implies less units of 80 m2 or smaller are available.

. Twenty-five percent (250loJ of houses smaller than 80 m2 in the affordable category are
allocated to the category of houses larger than 80 m2. Note that Rode used a house size of 260
m2 to reflect the size of a house in the category above 80 m2. The re-allocation of houses from
the smaller than 80 mz category required a downwards adjustment of the number of units re-
allocated to the above 80 m2 category; a factor of 3,25 was therefore applied.

Our analysis of emerging trends suggests that the 200lo and 250/o re-allocations stated above is not
unrealistic in terms of the envisaged market supply dynamics, project ideas, conceptualisation and
developer risk and returns.

The re-weighting per scenario is indicated in Table 7 for the housing types based on the baseline
forecasts prepared by Rode. In terms of the categorisation adopted by Rode, the combination of
affordable houses smaller than 80 m2, flats and townhouses u'hen compared to houses larger than
80 m2, represented a split of 910lo to 9010. The adlusted allocation reflecs a split of84o/o to 160/o for the
stated two respective categories.
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Table 7:

Housing type Rode Adjusted

Houses smaller than 80m2 76% 51%

Houses largerthan 80m2 l2o/o 200/o

Flats 77o/o 13%

Townhouses 7o/o l6Vo

Sourcer Rode and Associates (2017) and own calculatlons

Percentege allocation adopted by the Rode forecast per housing type for
versus the adiusted percentages based on the reallocation ofunlts

erch scenarlo

Rode

80o/o

7o/o

l2o/o

lo/o

Adiusted

54o/o

75o/o

14Vo

l60/o

Adiusted

560/o

L3o/o

L4o/o

17 o/o

54o/o

l60/o

l4o/o

l60/o

Table I indicates the result ofthe adjustments for Stellenbosch Town made to
the baseline allocation of dwelling units by Rode in the forecast to 2036. The
percentage allocation was recalculated to include affordable houses of smaller
than 80 m2, houses larger than 80 m2, flats and townhouses. The findings
suggest that 464 houses smaller than 80 m2, 140 larger than 80 m2, 120 flats
and 141 townhouses, or a total of 865 dwelling units per annum on average, are
required to serve the demand for dwelling units. Also note that due to
reallocation and adjustments, the total number of units required by 2036 are
17 301 as opposed to the 28 305 stated in the Rode forecast.

Table 8: average of theAdiusted demand for housing types in SlelletrtrgrcL:fou with an annual
scenarios over a period of20 years

Houses smaller than 80 m2 9 277

Houses larger than 80 mz 3 636

Flats 2 453

Townhouses 2A35

TOTAL 18 201

source: Rode and Associates (2017) and own calculations

10 205

2 857

2 737

3 727

t8 920

I349

1 884

2 015

2 532

t4 7AO

927 464

140

720

1,47

865

2 793

2 402

2 A29

t7 301

The greatest demand is for houses smaller than 80 mz, which represents
53,670 of the total annual demand. Similar numbers of town houses and
houses larger than 80 m2are required on an annual basis, while 120 flats
per annum on average are required to cater specifically for the student
and young working adult market.
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scenarlo

lunkscenario Consolidated

Rode

83o/o

5o/o

t7%

\o/o

Houslng demand per
annum on averagei

. 464 houses <80 m2

r 140 houses >80 m2

. 120 flats

. l4l townhouses

One in every nvo dwelling
units demanded is part of
the affordable category
(houses sm;ller than 80 m2

Buslness-as-
Usual

scenario

Consensus
scenario

lunk
scenarlo

Average of
scenarios
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annum over
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5. ALIGNING COMMUTERTRAFFIC AND DEMAND FOR HOt SING

5.1 Linkage between commuting employees and housing demand

Housing demand is traditionally based on population groMh and is influenced by factors such as income
levels, access to finance and market conditions. A requirement also exists to align the houslng need with
employment generated by existing and new development opportunities, as the current demand for
employment cannot be met from internal supply, i.e. many people live elsewhere and commute to their
place of employment in Stellenbosch Town. This results in various other issues, such as the
exacerbation of an already congested road and parking networh increase in property prices and
negative effect on household lifestyles.

A large number of people commute dailyto Stellenbosch Town forwork, with many of these commuters
that cannot afford to purchase a dwelling unit in Stellenbosch. Figure 10 illustrates current and new
employment in the commercial, retail and industrial sectors in relation to persons that live and work in
Stellenbosch Town and those that commute on a daily basis together with the potential need for
housing.

Figure 10: Contextualisation of employment by commuters travelllng to
Stellenbosch and the need for houslng

Source: Multi-Purpose Business Solutions

The approach adopted to ascertain the potential demand for housing is based on an understanding of
the existing supply and future demand for retail, commercial and industrial space. A need therefore
exists to determine the number of people that work in the businesses and institutions operatinB in
Stellenbosch Town. The approach adopted is based on a determination of the total GLA occupied by
businesses in the retail, office and industrial sectors, and applying employee densities to obtain an
estimate of the number of people being employed within Stellenbosch Town.
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Stellenbosch Town has various JsE-listed entities, other large unlisted businesses, a large education
sector comprising primary, secondary and tertiary institutions, hospitals and other public and
government institutions. These entities include among others, Stellenbosch University, Capitec,

Mediclinic, Remgro, Parmalat, Distell, Boland College, Stellenbosch Municipality, Stellenbosch and

MediClinic hospitals, etc.

After characterising the employment population of Stellenbosch, it is necessary to determine what
percentage ofemployees that work at these and other firms, are domiciled in Stellenbosch Town versus

those that commute on a daily basis from the surrounding towns or the CMA'

The maximum need for housing is derived from estimates of the existing number of employees

commuting daily to Stellenbosch Town and the "potential" number of new employment opportunities
that any new retail, commercial and industrial development would generate. We assume that
displacement and substitution is likely to occur, but when applied to persons that commute to
Stellenbosch Town, the impact is zero as the vacant position is filled by another person who either
originates ftom within Stellenbosch Town or forms part of the commuter work force. This is obviously
not possible to determine without primary research.

5.2 Need and demand assessment of commuters

Cordon traffic entering Stellenbosch from various access routes determined by Royal Haskoning DHV

for the Stellenbosch TOD study (2016), was considered as a point of departure. The cordon counts of
vehicles were translated into a figure representing the number ofpersons entering Stellenbosch during
the daily commute by using the Hatch-Goba (2015) study, which drew on information from a study
prepared by leffares and Green in 2010.

It was apparent from the Hatch-Goba survey (2015) among the larger
employers in Stellenbosch (i.e. Distell, MediClinic, Remgro, Parmalat, Denel
and Stellenbosch Municipality) that 80% of the workforce use a car for
travelling to worl! while 200lo of employees make use of a lift club on a

regular or irregular basis (p. 23). feffares and Green (2010) determined that
occupancy per vehicle ranged between 1,1 and 2,6 for high- and low'income
groups, respectively. We adopted a vehicle occupancy ratio ranging from 1,1

to 2,6 based on the distance travelled and the origin ofthe vehicles entering
Stellenbosch Town. In other words, longer travelling distances would assume
greater vehicle occupancy levels.

These ratios were applied to determine the number of individuals entering Stellenbosch Town in the
morning peak from 7:00 to 9:30, which is estimated at 14 409. It may also be argued that the peak starts
at 6:30, which results in an undercount of traffic entering Stellenbosch.

leffares and Green (2010) determined that 20% of the vehicles could be considered as through-traffic
(Hatch-Goba, 2015, p. 11). The adjusted number of people commuting to and working in Stellenbosch
Town is therefore \L 527. Once the number of persons commuting was determined, the Hatch-Goba
2015 study relying on the leffares and Green estimates, determined that 40% ofthe Stellenbosch work
force resides in neighbouring towns from where they commute every day, while 250lo of Stellenbosch
University students commute from neighbouring towns. The cordon counts, through-llow, vehicle
occupancy and employees residing outside Stellenbosch Town form the basis for the baseline

establishment of the need for dwellings units.

Stellenbosch University students were deducted from the baseline as they could not realistically be

considered as potential purchasers of dwellings in Stellenbosch Town. A ratio of 400/o, as indicated
above, was applied to the remaining part of the workforce entering Stellenbosch Town on a daily basis.
This implies a figure of 6 527 that could be considered as part of the potential take-up of dwellings in
the future. We assumed that the number of commuters would increase by 1,52%o per annum, which is
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derived from the estimated annual growth in retail, commercial and industrial development envisaged

for Stellenbosch Town as determined by Rode for the following 20 years.

However, it is unrealistic to assume that 8 830 people working in
Stellenbosch Town by 2036 forming part ofthe daily commuting workforce
that reside elsewhere, would be able to afford to purchase a dwelling
and/or even be willing to or want to live in Stellenbosch Town. Although
affordability can be determined based on categories ofincome, no personal

or household income data are available from commuters, neither any
indication of whether or not they would exercise a choice to live in
Stellenbosch Town. Choice could be influenced by financial, general

economic conditions, family structures and other decisions.

A factor that further affects the need for housing and ultimately demand is in-migration, rvhich could be

due to the following:

r People move to Stellenbosch Town in response to a need for additional staff by existing
commercial or public/government institutions;

. People move to Stellenbosch Town, butwork elsewhere in the Winelands Districtor in the CMA;

. Normal population progression of people that were raised in Stellenbosch, accepted
employment and remained here, creating further demand.

These categories of persons/households also form part of the potential need, which as indicated,
translates over time into demand for housing. The limitations of the analysis thus far relate to the
following:

. No data on the household income levels of persons commuting to Stellenbosch Town are
available;

. No data on preferences to reside in Stellenbosch could be considered;

. Population projections can offer an indication ofthe population growth, which then address the
cat€gories of persons highlighted above, but current data are estimates and sublect to a large
margin of error.

n
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It is not the purpose of this report to assess whether or not development can occur, whlch is affected
(among othersJ by the Municipality's financial ability to provide infrastructure, planning policies and

market conditions, but how the potential need could translate into effective demand. Consequently, it is
required to align the demand forecasts by Rode as adiusted, with the potential demand suggested by
commuter traffic.

For the purposes of further assessing the potential demand from commuter traffic, the demand, which
represents the take-up of residential units and commercial opportunities as determined by Rode and

Associates for input into the Draft Stellenbosch Urban Development Strategy (UDS) (2017), is used as a

base. The percentage contributions of different housing types determined by Rode are amended and
applied to the dwelling need by commuters (see Section 4.1.3).
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5.3 Aligning the Rode demand forecast and potential commuter need for
dwelling units

Rode forecasted demand for housing based on different housing types
that included houses smaller than 80 m2 (affordable), houses larger than
80 m2, flats and townhouses. The percentage split between the housing
types was applied to the housing need in order to estimate an effective
demand from persons commuting to Stellenbosch. Table 9 indicates an

example of the split for 100% of commuters (8 830J that could express a

need for dwellings in Stellenbosch Town based on the adiustment ofthe
Rode demand forecasts for middle-income and high-income groups. The
average need for dwelling units per annum based on the commuter need
is 371 (for the middle-income categoryJ and 70 (for the high-income
category) over the next 20 years. The Rode adjusted forecasts suggest demand for 725 and 140 units
for the middle-income and high-income groups, respectively. From a break-even perrpective, the
average annual demand determined by Rode as adiusted covers the estimated need of the middle-
income commuting group (taken as 100%J by 1,95 times and the high-income need by 1,98 times.

Table 9:

Source: Multi-Purpose Business Solutions

A sensitivity analysis was applied to determine a more realistic
demand ofthe commuter need for dwellings in Stellenbosch Town.
The figures in Table 10 indicate the estimated percentage of the
need that could be converted to effective demand, which assumes
that commuters can afford to purchase a dwelling and would
choose to stay in Stellenbosch. A 50% take-up (or demand for
dwellings) indicates a requirement for 186 units in the middle-
income and 35 units in the high-income category per annum on
average over the next 20 years.

Table 10: Sensitivity analysis of potential demand derived from the need for different types of
dwelling units by commuters

Sensitivity analysis Rode ad.justed

(Demand per a nnum) avg. p.a 7oo% 7s%l sod 2s%

Middle lncome - Apart. & small

Houses smaller than 80m2, flats & townhous 725 317 278 ,,J 93

High lncome
Houses larger than 80m2 140 70 ,l ,J 18

Break-even analysis for alignment of Rode demand forecasts and need
persons commuting to Stellenbosch
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An application of the sensitivity analysis indicates that even with the adrustment of dema

types adopted by Rode, the adjusted demand forecasts would be sufficient to cover the
emanate from commuters. The findings are indicated in Table 11.

50 r
0

r00% 75% 50% 25%

PERCENTAGT DTMAND FOR DWEtI.ING UNIlS FROM COMMUT€RS

E Hou5es smaller than 80m2, flats & townhouses (commuters)

r Houses lar8er than 80m2 (commuters)

-Rode 

adjusted Av8 p.a. (small)

-Rode 

adjusted AvB p.a. (laIBe)

Figure 11: Alignment of potential need for different houstng types based on commuters with the
Rode demand forecasts for dwelling units

n
n

Table 11: Coverage ratios of commuter housing need for different dwelling types (categories)

Covera of possible commuter demand a usted de forecasts

tN% 15% 50o/o 25%

Houses smaller than 80m2, flats & townhouses

Houses larger than 80m2

2,O

2,O

2,6

2,6

3,9

4,0

7,8

7,9

The take-out ofthe analysis ofthe potential commuter need for dwelling units, suggests that the demand
proiections determined by Rode as ad)usted is sufficient to cover a 1000/o of the need that may arise

from commuters. This effectively implies that any demand for dwelling units derlved from the
commuter need, is absorbed in the projections for all types of housing considered in this analysis.
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Figure 11 is an illustration ofdifferent demand levels derived from the commuter need. It is clear that
irrespective of the commuter need, the Rode adiusted forecasts would still be able to absorb any
demand that would be realised from commuters acquiring dwelling units ofthe different housing types

in Stellenbosch Town.
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6. DEMAND FOR DWEIIING UNITS ARISING FROM COMME ICIAI
DEVELOPMENT

The analysis considered in the previous sections was based on the current workforce commuting to
Stellenbosch on a daily basis. lt is assumed that businesses in Stellenbosch Town are operating at near
full employment capacity and that no substantial vacancies exisl It is further assumed that additional
capacity is available from persons residing in Stellenbosch Town for the nature and scope of iobs
required by existing firms operating in Stellenbosch Town. Consequently, development of any
additional retail, commercial and industrial activity, especially in the office and retail space, as well as

development ofspecial purposes properties (e.g. schools) would require employees that originate from
outside Stellenbosch Town.

It is also accepted that the substitution effect would occur among existing businesses and people moving
to otler new opportunities in Stellenbosch Town due to retail, commercial and industrial development
will be replaced by new persons and therefore create new demand. Hence, for the purposes ofthe next
part of the analysis, it is assumed that no additional employment is available to be met from internal
(Stellenbosch Town) supply.

The additional need for dwelling units arising from future retail, commercial and industrial
development is based on the following principles:

a. The forecast ofdemand for retail, industrial and office space in Stellenbosch Town over the next
20 years prepared by Rode, forms the basis of the calculation to determine the potential need

for dwelling units;

b. Typical employment densities expressed as a full-time equivalent job per m2 are used to
determine the potential number of employees that would be required:

o lndustrial: 47 m2

o Office: 16 m2

. Retail:15 m2

c. Densities are applied to the Gross Lettable Area (GLA) to determine the number ofemployees;
and

d. The same factors and ratios applied to the cordon counts are used to determine the number of
employees that would originate from outside Stellenbosch.

Our analysis suggests an average of 509 employees per annum is required for new retail, office and

industrial development in Stellenbosch Town over a period of 20 years, of which 203 persons would
originate from outside Stellenbosch and 306 would acquire housing in Stellenbosch Town, thus creating
further demand. The 400/o applied to the workforce originating from neighbouring towns could be

higher depending on the nature and scope of skill levels required and the assumption that more than
two-thirds of the economic activity in Stellenbosch Town is generated by businesses operating in the
tertiary sector of the economy. The same percentages adopted for the assessment of the housing need

from commuters are applied to the need for housing due to future development This is required in
order to achieve the necessary alignment between demand for housing from commuters and demand

that arises from future commercial, retail and industrial development.

D
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An additional 175 vehicles per annum on average would enter Stellenbosch Town due to the rollout of
retail, commercial and industrial development over 20 years. We assumed a worst-case Scenario with
one occupant per vehicle, i.e. 175 extra persons are factored into the 8830 calculated in Section 5.2.

The previous analysis was based on number ofvehicles and vehicle occupancy, while the analysis in this
section uses a different approach based on employment densities. The application ofthe employment
densities suggests that 203 persons would work in Stellenbosch Town, but originate from elsewhere. A

difference of 28 persons occurs due to the different approaches.

Table 12 indicates that the average demand per annum based on the Rode forecast for retail, office and

industrial space in Stellenbosch Town over the next 20 years ranges fiom 51 to 203 dwelling units for
take-up percentages ranging from 25o/o to 100o/o for those persons that commute to Stellenbosch. A
further 77 to 306 persons could take up residence in Stellenbosch based on the appllcation of the
sensitivities.

Table 12: Sensitivlty analysis ofthe potential need for dwelling unlts arislng from non-residential
development

A need also exists to include an additional 306 persons arising from future retail, commercial and

industrial development that would reside in Stellenbosch Town, using the upper figure of the
commuters as the base. In terms of understanding the total demand, an additional 334 persons are
added to the potential need for dwelling units to prevent double counting, i.e. not all 509 persons

representing the employment requirement for Stellenbosch Town due to future retail, commercial and
industrial development.

Figure 12 is an illustration ofdifferent demand levels derived from the commuter need. It is clear that
irrespective of the commuter need, the Rode forecasts would still be able to absorb any demand for
dwelling units for the different housing types that would be realised from non-residential development
in Stellenbosch Town.

5ensitivity analysis for number of units based on annual average (commercial, retail & industrial developrnant)

roo% 75% 50% 25%

Middle to Hbh lncomc

Houses smaller than 80m2, flats & townhouses (commuters) 771 128 86 43

Hlth income
Houses larger than 80m2 (commuters) 32 24 16 8

153 102 51

Mlddle to Hbh lncomc (rcsadin8 in Stellenbos.h Town)

Houses smaller than 80m1, flats & townhouses (residents) 251 193 729 64

Hlth incomG (residing ln Stellenbosch Town)
Houses larSer than 8om2 (residents) 49 37 24 12

Total 306 230 153 77
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Figure 12: Alignment of potential need for different housing R?es from co
Stellenbosch Town resldents wlth the Rode forecasts for dwelling unlts a
resldential development

6.2 Metrics for analysis of future commercial development

It is useful to understand the figures derived from the analysis
in the context of the relationship betlveen two variables, i.e.

vehicle traffic and commercial development. We determined
that the addition of 52 m2 of retail, office and industrial space
would result in one additional vehicle enterlng Stellenbosch
Town daily for work. Furthermore, one additional employee
will originate from outside Stellenbosch Town for every 44
m2 of GLA developed in Stellenbosch Town. Assuming the
remainder of the need that arises from future commercial
development arises from persons that want to reside in
Stellenbosch Town, one additional employee originates from
within Stellenbosch Town for every 30 mz of GLA developed.
These ratios are derived from figures calculated from the
assumptions applied in the analysis.
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7. CONSOLIDATED DEMAND FOR DWELLING UNITS

opment.
Table 13 indicates the consolidated demand for dwelling units from current and additi commuters

The potential demand for dwelling units related to current commuters is added to the
could be generated from additional commuters entering Stellenbosch Town as well as

would/could reside in Stellenbosch Town due to future commercial, retail and industrial

with the latter representing an increase in commut€rs due to commercial, retail
development over time. An average annual need for dwelling units from commuters ra
to 775, with 50% that could represent effective demand for 326 houses
smaller than 80 m2, flats and small town houses and 62 houses larger
than 80 m2. The findings indicate that the adlusted demand forecasts by
Rode, which did not consider the possible need for housing arising from
future retail, commercial and industrial development, are able to cover
700o/o of the need. The different demand levels derived from the
combined commuter need is also illustrated in Figure 13.

Table 13:

mand that
ersons that

industrial
from 195

Combined housing need for existing and growth in commuters (due to retail, commerclal
and industrlal development) compared to the adiusted Rode forecast for different levels
of need

S€nsrtivfy analysis (annual averaEe demand) Rode

loaacast 1@96 % 25%(Commuters andfuture commercial development)
Mkldh lncomc

Houses smallerthan 8omr, flats & townhor.rses 725 652 489 3 15326

HiSh hcoma
Houses lar8er than 8om2 140 123 93 3162

]8 195TOTAL 865 775 s82 3
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Figure 13: Alignment of the combined potential need by commuters for dwelling
houslng types with the Rode forecasts for dwelling units
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As stated previously, houses smaller than 80 m2, flats & small townhouses originally represented
91,88% of the housing mix determined by Rode, while houses larger than 80 m2 represented 8,12o/o.

This split was adjusted down to 8+,060/0 for houses smaller than 80 m2, flats & small townhouses and
increased to 15,940/0 for houses larger than 80 m2. These are the percentages applied in the analysis
below. Various splits are applied to understand different allocation options; although these are for
illustrative purposes, it offers an indication ofdifferent market scenarios for the two housing categories.

The analysis below is based on the allocations indicated in Table 14 for different percentages ofthe need
for housing types. Proportional splits are used to demonstrate the adiusted output of the two housing
mixes ranging from a 5070:507o for equal) ratio to a ratio of 7 5o/o:25o/o.

Table 14: Comblnations of different percentages representing the split between housing
categories

The findings ofthe sensitivity analysis presented in Table 15 based on
the above proportional allocations suggest that the number of
dwelling units required on an annual basis for the 50%o scenario
(represented by a total demand of 388 dwelling units) ranges from
794 to 241 units for houses smaller than 80 m2, flats and small
townhouses. The demand for houses larger than 80 m2 for the high-
income group by 2036 ranges from 97 to 194 dwelling units on
average per annum. This aligns with the forecast period adopted in
the Rode forecasts.

The 75olo scenario (represented by 582 dwelling units), indicates demand that ranges from 291 to 346
units for houses smaller than 80 m2, flats and small townhouses. Demand for houses larger than 80 m2

for the high-income group by 2036, ranges from 145 to 291 dwelling units on average per annum by
2036.

Houses <80m2, flats & smalltownhouses

Houses >80m2

[nl EEF
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7 .l Sensitivity analysis related to adiustment of the housing type mix
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S.6sitvity analy3ltHouslnttypcAdJuncd $lh
8/r,O6X

15,94X

Houscr <8Om2, flats & smalltownhout.t
Houses >8Om2

ToLl nacd artllta ,ron comnuta6
Adlurtcd rnnurl hourln! d.trrnd

rmta
715

Mlddh lncom.- Ap.rt. & 3m.lltowtthout r
tlous€s smill€r than 8omr, flats &townhouses 581388 426 465 504 543

)l|h hcom.
Housea larSer than 8om': 217310 194388 349 233

Sen3itvity anelysistioudnl typaAdlurtcd rplh
84,oata

15,94r
Houses <8Om2, flars & smalltownhou3€s
Houses >mm2

uncd annu.lho d€mand
ln.!d .rlslna from commutaR

320 378291 349 407 436

Mudlc lncom. - Ap.n. e rm.lltownhou*s
Houses gmallerthan 8oh2,flats & townhouses

291 262 204 tl4 145233

tlEh ln(om!
Houses lar8er than 8om'i

Houslna tyDCadjun.d rpllr
u,o6x
15,94X

Hou5es <8om2, tlal5 & sm.lltownhous.s
Houses >8Om2

Tot l n.sd.*lnt fron.ommut.6
Adlustld annutl hou3lna d.m.nd 388

213194 233 277 291

MlddL lhcoma - Apar!, & gnalltownhouscj

Hous.! small?r than 8omr, f lats & townhouses

Hlth lncomc

-Hous€s lars€r th3n 8oml 175 116194 15S 136 9),

Adjuncd rplh
u,6x
lS,XX

Houses <mm2, flatt & smalllownhouses
Houses >mm2

Totalnc€d arlslnt rrom commut.rs
Adjuned annu.l housint d!m.nd

25t6

195

107 7t1 146126 115

Mlddlc lncom. - Ap.n. & rm.lltownhousrs
Hous€s small€rthan Som2,flats & lownhouses

Hth ln.omc
Bouses largerthan 8Om? 91 78 68 58 49

Table 15: Sensitivity analysis for different allocations between housing types based on different
levels of need fuom current and future commuters

Figures 14 and 15 illustrate the outcomes of the different percentage allocations to the two housing
categories (houses smaller than 80 m2, flats and small townhouses, and houses larger than 80 m2) based
on the adiusted allocation stated above. The colours in Figures 15 and 16 correspond, which enables a

direct comparison of the two housing categories starting at an equal allocation (500/o) for both housing
categories.
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7.2 Synopsis of key findings

commuter troffic derived from new commerciol. retail and industrial development. ln
1000/o take up of the need for housing arising from the combined commuter traffic,
surplus of 90 units for both housing categories, with 74 units for houses smaller than
townhouses, and 16 units for houses larger than 80 m2 on average per annum.

A take-up of 50o/o of the need by all commuters, which is
assumed to be half of the total potential need and
represenG the effective demand for the purposes of this
analysis, indicates that the surplus for houses smaller than
80 m2, flats and townhouses and houses larger than 80 m2,

is 477 units on average per annum. The surplus at the 500/o

take-up ofthe housing need is 399 for units smaller than 80
m2, flats and townhouses and 78 units for houses Iarger
than 80 m2 on average per annum.

39

The assumptions, adiustments, findings and discussion in the previous sections suggestthatthe demand
for units determined by the Rode forecasts as adiusted would absorb a 1000/o of the potential need
accruing from current and future commuting traffic and from future demand for additional retail,
commercial and industrial development space.

A more realistic take-up of 50% of the total need could be considered as effective demand, and results
in a coverage ratio of 2,23 units for all housing types considered in the analysis (i.e. houses smaller than
80 m2, flats & townhouses and houses larger than 80 m2). This implies that the need for every unit is
covered2,23 times by the demand proiection in the Rode forecasts as adjusted. The coverage ratio for
houses smaller than 80 m2, flats & townhouses and houses larger than 80 mz is 2,22 and 2,27,
respectively. The coverage ratios do not include other categories of demand outlined in Section 5.2.

hereol a

sts a total
m2, flats &

A need exists to contextualise the proposed project in terms of demand by considering the possible take-
up of dwelling units and the fit thereof with the growth paths envisaged in the Development Strategy
prepared for the urban areas of Stellenbosch, including Stellenbosch Town, as well as estimates of the
timeframe forthe completion ofthe proposed Brandwacht II proiect.

Marlat Viabllit! Asrcsarncnt
Srandwachl ll

Surplus for all housing types
houses per annum on average by
ZO36l
. 477 units in total
o 399 for units smaller than 80 m2,

flats and townhouses
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8. DEVELOPMENT OF AND IN STELTENBOSCH TOWN

In order to place the Brandwacht II development project in the context of the future development and
groMh of Stellenbosch Town, a requirement exists to consider the strategic positionin& development
stratery and growth traiectory envisaged in the Urban Development Stratery prepared by Rode and
Associates for the urban areas of Stellenbosch, including Stellenbosch Town. The application of these
strategic principles permits the estimation of certain benefits that would accrue to the Stellenbosch
economy and the Stellenbosch Municipality due to a development project.

8.1 Strategic positioning, development strategy and growth traiectory
for Stellenbosch Town

Stellenbosch Town is positioned to provide service-orientated activity driven by and aligned with
tertiary sector development. ln terms of the development strategy over the next 20 years, Stellenbosch
Town should facilitate complementary and supplementary land uses, i.e. residential, commercial and a
low-key industrial component aligned to and focused on tertiary sector economic activity. Development
can be incentivised to, among others, accelerate and facilitate private sector investment (considering
mix, timing and extent) and to provide skills development and upskilling opportunities for locals.

The development landscape in and around Stellenbosch Town over the past 10 years has been
characterised by low levels of development (except for the Brandwacht-on-River residential
development), with mostly brownfields projects (demolition ofhouses for construction offlats or other
commercial uses) and limited greenfields development, together with the risks of supply and demand
and the impact of increasing equilibrium price points. Rode envisaged a progressive growth traiectory
for Stellenbosch Town over the next 20 years. Progressive groMh implies exponential growth over
slightly less than the first half of the 20-year forecast period, reaching saturation point after about 10
years and tapering off significantly thereafter to flatten out over the last five years ofthe forecast period.
Figure 16 illustrates the growth traiectory for a progressive development path for Stellenbosch Town
over 20 years.
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Figure 16: Gror,r'th traiectory for Stellenbosch Town over 20 years
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Table 16 provides a summary ofthe housing typolory with amended demand forecasts b

to Table 8). The figures stated in Table 16 are annualised based on the application ol

growth tra,ectory for Stellenbosch Town. The envisaged annual take-up of dwelling unit!
housing typologl/ and application of the groMh trajectory is illustrated on an annual ar
basis in Figure 17 and 18, respectively.

y 2036 (refer
i the adopted
rbased on the
rd cumulative

Table 16: Summary ofthe adiusted demand based on the Rode forecast for different housing types

Houses smaller than 80 m'z (affordable)

Houses larger than 80 mz

Flats

Townhouses

Total unlts
Sourcc: Rode and Associates and own calculations

9 277

2 793

2 402

2 829

17 301

As indicated below, the units are allocated per year based on an application of the progrr
trend for Stellenbosch Town adopted as part of the Draft Stellenbosch Municip
Development Stratery (2017). A peak is reached in about 11 to 12 years, but it should
market conditions, supply and demand dynamics will impact the actual outcome o1

trajectory, as will municipal funding to provide bulk and infrastructure services. Note tha
years of the forecast period are used for the introduction ofbulk and internal services as p
out of a development proiect. The timeframe is variable depending on the nature and

project.
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4.2 Beneftts to Stellenbosch economy and Stellenbosch Munic{pality

A.2.1 Economic and labour contribution

Estimating the impact of a project or development assists role-players to understand the potential
beneflts for the economy and stakeholders. The assessment of the economic impact of a pro,ect
generates an estimate of the economic consequences associated with development of a project on the
Stellenbosch economy and is used to assess the direct and indirect contributions of constluction spend
and operational revenues (final demand) on the economy through the application of multipliers.

The assessment of the employment contrlbution is at best very risky. The results are driven largely
by the assumptions, which entail the following:

. The structure and composition of the Western Cape and Stellenbosch economy will remain
unchanged. This assumption is necessary to enable the use of multiplier analyses.

. No political and other administrative changes will take place on a national or provincial level.

. Salaries and wages are fixed in real terms. Household income will adjust purely by the constant
wage multiplied by the increase in employment.

. The supply of skilled labour will be a limiting factor in the construction process.

Demand for labour (employment) is in economic terms considered as a derived demand; a forecast for
labour demand can therefore be derived from the planned increase in capital and operational spending.

The basic assumption focuses on the relationship between groMh in real spending and growth in labour
demand. If groMh in labour demand equals the growth in real spending, labour productivity will stay
constant. If labour productivity increases, the demand for labour will grow at a slower rate than real
spending.
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The assessment offers an indication of direct and indirect contributions to the Stellenbosch economy
and the labour impact based on the annual change over the period envisaged for development using
2015 as a base.

8,2,2 Municipal development charges (DCs) and property rates

Infrastructure provision to enable the development of a project such as Brandwacht ll is generally the
responsibility ofthe relevant sphere ofgovernment, which is Stellenbosch Municipality in this case. In
order to recoup all or a ma,or part ofthe costs related to the introduction of i nfrastructure for a proiect
(development opportunity), the government introduces Development Charges (DCsl payable by the
developer based on the nature and scope of the external services and infrastructure required for the
envisaged proiect.

The Stellenbosch Municipality will also benefit from levying property rates based on the market value
ofthe scope ofcomponents comprising the developmenL The latter is a continuous funds lnflow for the
Municipality. Over and above the levying of rates, other service charges are obtained together with the
sale of electricity and water, which further enhances the revenue base of the Municipality.

The focus of this assessment is an estimation of the DCs and property rate accruing to the Municipality
over the duration ofthe development period envisaged for a new project.
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9. ALIGNMENT OF DEVELOPMENT PIPELINE wlTH RODE AD]USTED
FORECASTS AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS

9.1 Alignment with housing typology of adiusted Rode forecasts

The scope of the "Development Pipeline" for Stellenbosch Town as illustrated and discussed in Section

3.5 is placed in context of the adjusted forecasts of demand for housing based on the stlted typology
adopted by Rode. Also refer to the nature ofthe housing typolory described in Section 4'1.

Table 17 provides a comparison ofthe housing typolos/ (with amended demand forecasts
the scope of dwelling units associated with the Development Pipeline. This is a snapshot an
comparable from a timing perspective as the forecasts related to a planning term of
Stellenbosch Town, whilst the Pipeline timeframes of about 10 years are based on i

occupancy over a shorter timeframe, hence the two timeframes do not coincide.

by 2036) and
d not directly
20 years for
ln envisaged

It should be noted that the Development Pipeline indicates the developers' intention rela
housing types. The numbers are aligned with the housing typolory adopted throughout

Table 17: Comparison ofthe adlusted demand forecast ofRode and the scoPe ofthe
Pipellne for Stellenbosch Town

ted
thi

to different
s analysis.

Development

Houses smaller than 80 m2 (affordable)

Houses larger than 80 m2

Flats

Townhouses

Total units

Sourcc: Rode end Associales and own calculations

9 277

2 793

2 402

2 829

t7 301

2 60

2 872

1838

1530

9100

9.2 Application of growth traiectory to Development Pipeline over 20
years

The figures stated in Table 17 are annualised based on the application ofthe adopted growth trajectory
for Stellenbosch Town. The envisaged annual take-up of dwelling units based on the houging typology
and application of the growth traiectory is illustrated in Figure 19 on an annual basis ovcr a period of
20 years.

As indicated above, the units are allocated per year based on an application of the progre
path for Stellenbosch Town adopted as part ofthe Draft Stellenbosch Municipality's Urban I

Strategy (2017). A peak is reached in about 11 to 12 years, but market conditions, supply
dynamics will impact the actual outcome of this groMh traiectory, as will municipal fundil
bulk and infrastructure services. Note that the first two years of the forecast period are
introduction ofbulk and internal services as part of the rollout of a development project. T
is variable depending on the nature and scope of the prolect.

ssive growth
Development
and demand
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a period

Figure 20 illustrates the cumulative take-up of units per housing type for the Pipeline over a period of
10 years. The growth trajectory adopted for Stellenbosch Town is applied to the Development Pipeline
over its duration based on the assumptions below.
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9.2.1 Assumptions applied for the application of the Development Pipeline

To realistically understand the Development Pipeline in the context of the adjustment to the housing
unit forecasts prepared by Rode, several assumptions are applied to create the aliSnment with specific
reference to the take-up, construction and occupation of dwelling units. The assumptions are as follows:

. Duration of the proiect culminating in the construction and occupancy of all dwelling units and

other components in accordance with the following:

o Year 1 - external services

o Year 2 - internal services

o Year 3 - selling and construction commences

o Sell-out of the project (number ofyears for the completion of construction and occupancy of all
units);

. Phasing of the project with the introduction of components at different stages ovel the duration
ofthe proiect;

. Costs ofconstruction (reflect the current per m2 costs for different dwelling typesJ;

. Inflationproiections;

. Building cost escalations assumed to be 60lo per annum, which is an average of in-contract
building costs forecast by Medium-Term Forecasting Associated (2017)

. Development charges applied by the Stellenbosch Municipality based on 2017; and

. Property rates applied based on the Stellenbosch Rates Policy and 2017 factors.

9.2.2 Alignment of annual demand forecasts and Pipeline occupancy
proiections

Figure 21 indicates the outcome from an application of the growth tra,ectory and reflects the annual
and cumulative take-up of dwelling units over the envisaged duration for the completion of the entire
pipeline over a period of 10 years, i.e. all dwelling units are constructed with occupation. In addition,
this is aligned with the demand forecasts prepared by Rode as adjusted, applying the same progressive
growth traiectory displaying annual number of units and cumulative number of units over the 20-year
period.

An analysis of the data illustrated in Figure 21, focuses on the 1O-year duration envisaged for the
Development Pipeline with a comparison of the first 10 years envisaged in the urban development
planning for Stellenbosch Town. Note that to ensure the validity of the analysis, it is necessary to
compare the same scope (type) of housing envisaged as part of the Development Pipeline and that
included in the demand forecasts for said houses prepared by Rode and Associates as adiusted.

Demand for housing in the urban area of Stellenbosch Town (applying the principle stated above) is

estimated at 6 904 units by year 10 for the same type of housing as envisaged for the Development
Pipeline. The proiects that form part ofthe pipeline, based on the same growth trajectory, is envisaged

to deliver 9 100 units over 10 years, which is 31,830/o more than the forecast over the same period. By
year 12 of the forecast period, the forecasted number of units will exceed the number of Pipeline units
by 1 158 or 72,720/0. In other words, slightly more than a one-year gap exists between the envisaged

completion of development for the Pipeline projects and the proiected demand for housing units in
Stellenbosch Town.
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9.3 Benelits to Stellenbosch economy and Stellenbosch Municlpality

DCs thatwould accrue to the Stellenbosch Municipality are based on the nature and scope ofthe Pipeline
projects. The DCs are illustrated on an annual basis, but in practice, DCs normally accrue to a

Municipality based on the commencement ofa proiect phase. We also assume that the Municipality (and
not the developer) will introduce the required bulk services, which in turn has implications for the
Municipaliys funds flow, budgeting and any negotiations associated with the introduction of bulk
services by the developer.

Given the anticipated period for the rollout of the Pipeline proiects, it is illustrated that DCs would
accrue to the Municipality in five-year intervals over the 1o-year rollout. This is uncertain and is

dependent on the commencement of a Pipeline proiect. The DCs are reflected on an annual basis with
an indication of the two five-year periods related to the rollout of the Pipeline as illustrated in Figure 22.
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Flgure 22: Annual and cumulative DCs over the development perlod ofthe Pipeline prDlects

Based on the current development charges levied by the Municipality (in 2017 terms), it is estimated
that R561,1 million would be due and payable for the provision of external bulk and service
requirements of the Pipeline proiects.

9.3.2 Total capital expenditure

The capital expenditure of and associated with the Pipeline proiects refers to three components: the
introduction or provision of bulk fexternal) services (subject to capacity constralnts) by the
Municipality, introduction of internal services by the developer and the construction of the dwelling
units and other components. Figure 23 indicates the combined annual and cumulative capital
expenditure for the three components over the envisaged rollout of the Pipeline projects.
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9,3.3 Property rates

The Municipality will levy property rates on the sale of a land portion and on the improved value. We
have assumed for the purpose of this assessment, that property rates will apply to the completed
dwelling unit or commercial component (if applicable) based on the envisaged duration of the proiect
and the application ofthe growth traiectory. We determined the cumulative rates income after 10 years
and thereafter applied an escalation of 80/o for the remaining period of the forecast period, even though
it is not possible to estimate the values of the properties going forward or estimate the increase in the
rates factor applied by the Stellenbosch Municipality for budgetary purposes. Also note that the rates
are considered in current terms (2017). Figure 24 illustrates the rates accruing to the Municipality on
an annual and cumulative basis for the duration of the Development Pipeline once units are complete,
by applying the progressive growth tra,ectory and the stated escalation.

RO

I 4 5 6 1 8

I lnfrastructure Ext ulnfrastructure lnt ISuperstrudure

Figure 23: Annual envisaged capital expenditure for the timeframe envisaged for the c.ompletion of
construction

The Development pipeline has a 10-year rollout plan. The introduction ofservices is envisaged over the
period and it is therefore assumed that the seryices would follow the same groMh trajectory assumed
for the take-up of units within the Pipeline projects. Internal services are introduced a year later and
follow the same traiectory. Once external and internal services are complete, construction commences
after the sales of erven during the preceding years. It is not possible to anticipate which projects in the
pipeline would be commenced first or what housing types would be introduced as part of a mixed-use
residential development. Notwithstanding, a period of 10 years is assumed for the completion of the
projects.

Note that the construction period mimics the progressive growth traiectory for planning development
in Stellenbosch Town over a period of 20 years. Based on the growth trajectory for Stellenbosch Town,
the total investment in infrastructure (external and internal) and superstructure over the duration of
the proiect, is estimated at R17 189 million (in current terms). The spending on top structures amounts
to R15 525 million over the 10 years, translating to R1 552 million per annum on average,

932
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Once the Development Pipeline is complete, a rates income of R132,7 million would accrue to the
Municipality. Over a period of 20 years, applying the escalation of 870, the rates income would increase
to R286,5 million. Note that no increase in the value ofthe properties is assumed and only the escalation

on the rates factor is taken into account.
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Figure 24: Property rates accruing to the Municipality on an annual and cumulative
timeframe of completion and escalations up to 20 years

site-specific services and the construction of top structures (housing units). The econ

realised through the multiplying effect of those funds through the Stellenbosch econo

9.3.4 Economic impact

The economic impact is reflected by a direct investment into the bulk and external servi internal and

illustrates the direct and indirect economic impact based on the estimate ofthe total capi expenditure
over the envisaged duration of the Pipeline proiects and reflects the effect over three- revolving
periods, hence the fact that the impact of the Pipeline projects extends beyond the l0 rs into years
11 and 12. The impact does not abruptly end after 10 years, but tapers ofl whereafter e economv
achieves additional benefit from the occupation of the dwellings by residents and their o

Figure 25 indicates that the proiects associated with the Development Pipeline woul

ing spend.

economic benefit for the secondary sector of the Stellenbosch and regional e
million. The direct investment to achieve that impact, is R17 189 million over 10 years in
Other areas of the Cape Winelands and the Cape Metropolitan Area as well as the W Cape and
other parts of South Africa would also benefit from direct and indirect purchas during the

onal effectsconstruction period. Consequently, the direct investment impact considers the inter-
and backward and forward linkages that exist between the Stellenbosch economy Cape Town
Metropolitan Area, rest of the Western Cape and South Africa, and captures the full
and provincial trade.

of regional
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Figure 25: Direct and indirect impact ofthe Pipeline prorects on the Stetlenbosch economy over the
duration of the construction period

9.3.5 Employmentimpact

Employment generated over the construction period of the Pipeline projects based on the applied
growth trajectory, is premised on a ratio ofGross Value Added (GVA) per employee. Figure 26 illustrates
the employment created per annum based on the extrapolation of the GVA per employee trend for the
Stellenbosch economy. This is reflected in the change per annum (defined as the difference between
the multiplied increase in employment on an annual basis in the secondary sector of the economy and

employment in Stellenbosch Municipal area in 2015 as the base employment number.

Figure 26 illustrates that in year 1, which is the commencement ofthe introduction ofbulkand external
infrastructure, 1 630 temporary jobs are created based on the estimated capital expenditure. The latter
would continue at various stages of the rollout of Pipeline projects and the employment is factored into
applicable years based on the rollout assumptions. Once construction of top structures commences,
more iobs are added, but it should also be noted that these employment opportunities would only exist
if there was a strain on the labour market and no unemployment exists. It is therefore realistic to
assume that the opportunities could be halved as persons move from one project to the next over the
10-year period.

Many temporary job opportunities would be added by the Pipeline proiects to the existing employment
ofthe Stellenbosch Municipal area, with direct and indirect jobs totalling 18 661 in year 6. As is evident
in year 11and 12, some jobs will endure for a further two years once construction is complete, before
indirect opportunities would taper off.
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The direct employment related to the Pipeline prorects is determined based on an estimated 12 workers
of varying skills per house. These workers can work on two houses simultaneously and therefore the
direct employment need is halved. Table 18 indicates the employment numbers for different skill levels
at the highest requirement in terms ofthe rollout, i.e. year 6.
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Figure 26: Change in annual employment resulting from the rollout ofthe Pipeline p
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Skilled

Artisans (semi-skilled)

Semi-skilled Labour

Unskilled labour
Finishing specialists (semi-skilled)

TOTAL

4o/o

8o/o

23o/o

460/o

78o/o
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IO.AIIGNMENT OF BRANDWACHT TI wlTH RODE ADIUS'I'ED
FORECASTS AND SOCIO.ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS

10.1 Alignment with housing typology of adiusted Rode forecasts

The scope of a proposed development proiect is placed in context of the adrusted
for housing based on the stated typology adopted by Rode for forecasting purposes.

nature ofthe housing typolory adopted in Section 4.1. Table 19 provides a comparison
typology (with amended demand forecasts by 2035) and the scope of dwelling units a

Brandwacht II development proposal. This is a snapshot and not directly comparable
perspective as the forecasts relate to a planning term of 20 years for Stellenbosch Town
timeframe is based on an envisaged completion and occupancy over a much shorter ti
two timeframes do not coincide.

of demand
refer to the
the housing

with the
m a timing
the project
me, i.e. the

ment scope for

82

tment to the
gnment with
ptions are as

Lng units and

CCTI

Table 19: Comparison of the adiusted demand forecast of Rode and the develop
Brandwacht ll

Houses smaller than 80 m2 (affordable)

Houses larger than 80 m2

Flats

Townhouses

Total unlt3

Sourca: Rode and Assoclates and own calculations

9 277

z 793

2 402

2 A29

t7 30t

1

7

2

8

60

10.2 Alignment with annual demand forecasts

In order to realistically understand the Brandwacht II project in the context of the adjus
housing unit forecasts prepared by Rode, several assumptions are applied to create the ali
specific reference to the take-up, construction and occupation of dwelling units. The assum
follows:

. Duration ofthe project culminating in the construction and occupanry ofall dwelll
other components in accordance with the following:

o Year 1 - external services

o Year 2 - internal services

o Year 3 - selling and construction commences

Sell-out ofthe proiect (number ofyears for the completion ofconstruction and o
unitsJ;

53

ancyP fo all

Phasing of the project with the introduction of components at different stages over the duration
ofthe project;

o CosB of construction (reflect the current per m2 costs for different dwelling types

. Inflationproiections;

);

Amended Rode
demand forecast

Housing type
Pr, , ect

Erand vacht Il
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. ln contract building cost escalations;

. Development charges applied by the Stellenbosch Municipality based on 2017 rados; and

. Property rates applied based on the Stellenbosch Rates Policy and 2017 factors.

FigtJre 27 indicates the outcome from an application of the growth traiectory and reflects the annual
and cumulative take-up of dwelling units over the envisaged duration for the completion of the entire
Brandwacht II project, i.e. all dwelling units are constructed with occupation. ln addition, this is aligned
with the demand forecasts prepared by Rode as adiusted, applying the same progressive groMh
traiectory displaying annual and cumulative number ofunits over 20 years.

An analysis of the data illustrated in Figure 27 focuses on the following timeframes using year 1 of the
Rode adjusted forecast as the point of departure. Based on this premise, it is further assumed that it
would take five years to obtain the requisite approvals, a further two years to introduce the external
bulk and internal infrastructure and a further eight years to fully develop Brandwacht Il. These time
frames are aligned with the start of the forecast period envisaged in the urban development planning

for Stellenbosch Town. Note that to ensure the validity of the analysis, it is necessary to compare the
same scope (type) of housing envisaged for Brandwacht ll and that included in the adiusted demand

forecasts for said houses prepared by Rode.

Demand for housing in the urban area of Stellenbosch Town is estimated (applying the prlnciple stated

above) at 4287 units by year 14 for the same category ofhousing envisaged for Brandwacht IL At the
end of the 8-year construction period, the Brandwacht II proiea would deliver 260 units, keeping all
other thing equal and ignoring other development proiects that have the same mix of residential
housing as envisaged for Brandwacht II.

It is importantto understand the context ofplanning for housing demand in Stellenbosch Town over 20

years and how this fits with development proposals such as Brandwacht II, hence the complete forecast
period is illustrated in Figure 27. The illustration suggests that the cumulative units envisaged for the
Brandwacht II project at the end of 14-years, which includes a development period of 8 years,

contributes 6,060/o to the total cumulative number of units forecast over the first 14 years of the
residential development planning forecast for Stellenbosch Town.
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10.3 Benefits to Stellenbosch economy and Stellenbosch Municlpality

1O.3.2 Total capital expenditure

The capital expenditure of and associated with the Brandwacht ll development refers to three
components: the introduction or provision of bulk (external) services (subject to capacity constraints)
by the Municipality, introduction of internal services by the developer and the construction of the
dwelling units and other components. Figure 28 indicates estimates of the combined annual and

cumulative capital expenditure for the three components over the envisaged duration for the
development ofthe proposed Brandwacht Il project.
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Figure 28: Annual envlsaged capital expendlture for tlle timeframe envisaged for the completion of
construction
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10.3.1 Development Charges (DCs)

DCs would accrue to the Stellenbosch Municipality based on the nature and scope of the Brandwacht ll
development. The DCs normally accrue to a Municipality based on the commencement of a proiect
phase. We also assume that the Municipality (and not the developer) will introduce the required bulk
services, which in turn has implications for the Municipality's funds flow and any negotiation associated

with the introduction ofbulk services by the developer.

Given the anticipated time frame for the Brandwacht II development, it is envisaged that DCs would be

paid as a lump sum and not as part of phasing the proiect. Based on the current DCs levied by the
Municipality (in 2017 terms), it is estimated that R18,3 million would be due and payable to cover the
external bulk and service requirements for the project. An escalation of this figure at 6% per annum
over the following four years prior to the introduction of the services, results in a figures of R24,5

million.
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The Brandwacht II project has a four-year lag period, followed by a one-year period for the introduction
ofany bulk and internal services and an 8-year development period for completion ofthe development
and occupancy ofthe dwellings. Sales will commence once the planning and approval period is complete
which refers to the four-year lag associated with the said processes.

Note that the construction period mimics the progressive growth trajectory for planning development
in Stellenbosch Town over a period of 20 years. Based on this growth trajectory, the total investment
in infrastructure (external and internal) and superstructure over the duration of the project, is

estimated at R628,3 million in current terms. The spending on top structures is estimated al R592,2
million over the 8-year construction period in current terms. Accounting for building cost inflation
through in-contract escalations ofan assumed 6%o per annum, by the time top structures are introduced
based on the timeframes stated above, the total capital expenditure related to top structures would
increase in to be Rl 002,7 million.

10.3,3 Property rates

The Municipality will levy property rates on the sale ofa land portion and on the improved value. We
have assumed for the purpose of this assessment, that property rates will apply to the completed
dwelling unit or commercial component (if applicable) based on the envisaged duration of the project
and the application of the groMh traiectory. We determined the cumulative rates income after five years
and thereafter applied an escalation of 80/o for the remaining period ofthe forecast period even though
it is not possible to estimate the values of the properties going forward, or to estimate the increase in
the rates factor applied by the Stellenbosch Municipality for budgetary purposes. Also note that the
rates are considered in current terms (2077').

Figure 29 illustrates the rates accruing the Municipality on annual and cumulative basis forthe duration
of the proiect applying the progressive growth traiectory and the stated escalation. Once the
development is complete, a rates income of R5,1 million would accrue to the Municipality once
construction is complete and occupation is taken per the adopted time frames. Over a period of 20
years, applying the escalation of 8% to the rates income, this would increase to R8,1 million once the
development is complete with accumulation until the end ofthe forecast period of20 years. Note that
no increase in the value ofthe properties is assumed and only the escalation on the rates factor is taken
into account.
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Figure 29; Property rates accruing to the Munlclpallty on an annual and cumuladvc basls of 20
yeans

10.3.4 Economic impact

The economic impact is reflected by a direct investment into the bulk and external services, internal and
site-specific services and the construction of top structures (housing units). The economic impact is
realised through the multiplying effect of those funds through the Stellenbosch economy. Figure 30
illustrates the direct and multiplied economic impact based on the estimate of the total capital
expenditure over the envisaged duration ofthe proiect and reflects the effect over three-ycar revolving
periods, hence the fact that the impact of the Brandwacht II proiect extends beyond the 8-year
development phase for a funher two years. The impact does not abruptly end after five years, but tapers
off, where-after the economy achieves additional benefit from the occupation of the dwellings by
residents and their ongoing spend.

Figure 30 indicates that the Brandwacht II development would generate an economic bencfit of R1 265
million over the 8-year development period, of which a large portion of the R1002 million direct
investment at the time and a portion ofthe indirect spending would accrue to the Stellenbosch economy.
Note these figures are based on the impact six years from now and after an 8-year development period.
Other areas of the Cape Winelands, Cape Metropolitan Area, Western Cape and other parts of South
Africa would also benefit from direct and indirect purchases during the construction period.
Consequently, the direct investment impact considers the inter-regional effects and backward and
forward linkages that exist between the Stellenbosch economy, Cape Town Metropolitan Area, the rest
of the Western Cape and South Africa.
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Figure 30: Direct and indirect impact ofthe Brandwacht ll prolect on the Stellenbosch cconomy and
further afleld over a perlod of seven years

10.3.5 Employmentimpact

Employment generated over the construction period of the Brandwacht Il development
applied growth traiectory is premised on a ratio ofCross Value Added (GVA) per employ
illustrates the employment created per annum based on the extrapolation of the GVA I

trend for the Stellenbosch economy. This is reflected in the change per annum (defined as I

between the multiplied increase in employment on an annual basis in the secondary
economy and employment in the Stellenbosch Municipal area in 2015 as the base employr
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Figure 31: Change in annual employment of the secondary sector of the stellenbosch economy
resulting from the Brandwacht ll development

Figure 31 illustrates that in year 1, which is the introduction of bulk and external infrastructure, 53 jobs
are created based on the estimated capital expenditure. Once construction oftop structures commences,
673 temporary iobs would be added to the existing employment ofthe Stellenbosch Municipal area at
the peak of the construction period. A total of 3 186 temporary jobs will be added during the entire
construction period. Some jobs will endure for a further tlvo years, i.e. in Year 15 and 16 once
construction is complete as tapering off of indirect opportunities occurs.
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11.FIT FOR PURPOSE

In order for the project to be fit for the purpose, broad market and socio-economic criteria need to be

considered. Brandwacht ll should with some limited variance, fall within the demand forecasts for
different housing units in Stellenbosch Town, must offer socio-economic benefits to locals and ensure

the Municipality is able to consider the project from both a financial, policy and planning contexL This
report adopts an economic perspective related to supply and demand, and the need to deliver benefit
to the local economy and iobs to people.

Figure 32 contributes to the illustration of the fit for purpose presented in Figure 1 by indicating the
outcomes of the analysis and alignment with the premise of a fit for purpose. Fit for purpose implies
whether or not the development proiect is able to tick the boxes. From an economic perspective, several

criteria would apply, including the following:

. The project needs to ensure that potential demand is met from a supply perspectfue;

. The housing B?es fit with the need and emerging trends and the housing development
framework of the Stellenbosch Municipality;

o The proiect does not result in a fund flow deficit for the Municipality in terms of service

infrastructure (which should be covered by DCs);

o The local economy benefits from the development in terms of direct capital expenditure and

baclnarard and forward linkages between sectors; and

o lobs, even on a temporary basis, are created and devolved to locals that are able to work on the
proiect.
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In terms of demand and supply, the Brandwacht II development adds 260 units of stock to the demand

for housing which based on the housing typology envisaged for the proiect, represents 1,620/o of the
total number of 5 622 units or 6,060/o after 14 years once the development is complete and occupied.

The development represents a direct investment of R1002 million (in 14 years) that will generate

estimated Development Charges of R24,5 million [in six years) and property rates of R8,2 million for
Stellenbosch Municipality over 20 years. Over the duration of the construction period, 3 168 people

would directly work on the project, while a further 770 jobs would accrue due to the indirect effects of
developing Brandwacht II. All ofthese benefits are estimates based on the development of260 dwelling
units over the 8-year construction period.

Note that there are no set benchmarks as each project is unique and has its own set of development
objectives that result in a specific outcome. The question therefore arises whether or not the
Brandwacht II proiect is able to tick some boxes:

The proiect addresses housing demand from a supply perspective

The housing types fit with the need and emerging trends in terms ofsize, affordability
and market segment

The project does not result in a fund flow deficit for the Municipality in terms of service
infrastructure (which should be covered by DCs)

The local economy benefits from the development in terms of direct capital
expenditure and leakages are minimised

lobs are created on a temporary basis with an emphasis on unskilled local labour

/

./

/

./

As indicated above, the Brandwacht Il project ticks the boxes based on the criteria used for assessment.

Funding implications for the Municipality are flagged (indicated in orange), as well as the ultimate scope

of housing types envisaged in the context of the environment and the housing policy framework of the

Municipality.
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12.KI]Y OUTCOMES

Brandwacht II offers a scope of 260 housing units that addresses various emerging trends related to
demand for housing of which the key trends are lifestyle, proximity, availability of key infrastructure,
access and transport. The proposed housing is intended to attract millennials and persons that work in
Technopark and the surrounding areas.

Higher priced houses have emerged as a trend in Stellenbosch over the period 2008 to 2017 and it
appears that supply is unable to meet the demand in the higher price segment. Ifthis trend continues,
average equilibrium prices and price points will increase and due to the lag in provision of supply or
curtailing supply together with the inelasticity of supply, no integration of various housing typologies
in development will be possible. The only way to reduce the average equilibrium price for houses is to
permit development that underpins market demand for a range ofhousing typologies and implement
policies that make it attractive for developers and investors to provide in the need for different types of
housing.

Based on the adjustments of housing demand for Stellenbosch Town, indications are that 454 houses
smaller than 80 m2, 140 larger than m2, 120 flats and 141 townhouses (a total of 865 dwelling units per
annum on average) are required to cover the forecast demand over the next 20 years. A total of 17 301

units form part of the demand over the next 20 years, of which 9 277 are houses smaller than 80 m2,

2 793 houses larger than 80 m2, 2402 flats and 2 829 townhouses.

Brandwacht II forms part of a pipeline of projects envisaged by developers over the next 10 years.

Although the pipeline does not necessary include all proiects, indications are that total of 9 100 units is
envisaged to be supplied over the following 10 years. A breakdown ofthe envisaged supply suggests

that 31,560/6 ofhousing units supplied over 10 years accrues to dwelling units larger than 80 m2, which
are more aligned with middle to high-income grou ps,37,430/o to affordable housing (lower to middle-
income groups), 76,87o/o to townhouses (middle-income group) and 20,20o/o to flats. Brandwacht II
represents about 6,50/0 ofthe total number ofhouses larger than 80 m2 and 2,270 ofthe total number of
housing units envisaged as part of the pipeline (excluding indigent houses of smaller than 80 m2).

The Brandwacht II project caters for the middle to high-income segment ofthe market and ls specifically
aimed at the household income bracket of between R809 203 to R1.6 million per annum, would also
form part ofthe segment likely to take up the housing opportunity with units ranging from R2.5 million
and R4 million.
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